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Abstract
Otoacoustic emission (OAE) measurements are a sensitive and effective technique
to monitor changes in the inner ear potentially induced by noise exposure. However,
outside a controlled testing environment, measurements are challenging since the level
of ambient noise is higher than the low-level OAE response. Therefore, an OAE system
was designed, suitable to measure OAEs repeatedly on an individual worker in noisy
test conditions. This system features a left and right earpiece, each equipped with a
pair of miniature loudspeakers, an external and internal microphone. In addition to
the passive attenuation of the earpiece, adaptive filtering on the distortion product OAE
(DPOAE) signals is used to further enhance the ratio between the measured OAE signal
and interfering noise. The adaptive filtering technique uses the sound captured by the
ipsilateral external and internal microphones as well as from the contra-lateral internal
and external microphones. In this paper, the accuracy of DPOAE signals are studied
using different combinations of the four microphones in single and dual adaptive filter
topologies, as well as the benefits of adding a fixed transfer function. Side-by-side
comparison shows that a dual stage adaptive filtering algorithm, using a combination
of the contralateral internal microphone with the ipsilateral external microphone, is the
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most promising approach to denoise the DPOAE signal.
Keywords: adaptive filtering, noise rejection, noise-induced hearing loss, otoacoustic
emissions, hearing health monitoring, digital signal processing

1. Introduction
Risk of noise-induced hearing loss (NIHL) due to occupational noise exposure is
often reduced using personal hearing protection devices (HPD). In theory passive hearing protectors are designed to reduce noise levels sufficiently, but in practice, in the
workplace, providing personal protectors do not always guarantee prevention of hearing loss. One factor of uncertainty is the exposure level under the hearing protector.
Different methods are available to assess passive noise reduction individually [1, 2], but
measurements rarely account for variability in noise exposure over an entire working
day, which largely depends on proper fit and consistent use of the protector [3, 4]. In
addition, susceptibility to NIHL is known to vary between individuals [5]. Therefore,
the maximum noise exposure an individual can tolerate before suffering from permanent hearing damage is unknown.
These problems could be tackled by providing a special type of HPD to workers
that are able to monitor subtle changes in cochlear status, potentially related to noise
exposure, throughout a working day. Such a device would warn the worker or his
superior in real-time when a (temporary) change in the worker’s inner ear dynamics is
detected. To monitor the diurnal effect of noise exposure an in-ear hearing protection
device featuring otoacoustic emission (OAE) monitoring is a promising solution.
Distortion product OAEs (DPOAEs) are measured by sending two pure tone stimuli to the ear, f1 and f2 with a f2 / f1 ratio of 1.22. Low-level cubic distortion signals (i.e. fd p = 2 f1 − f2 ) are generated by the active non-linear process of the outer
hair cells (OHC), taking place inside the inner ear. The distortion product responses
travel back from the inner ear to the outer ear and they can be recorded by an inear microphone (IEM) placed inside the ear canal. If the OHC inside the inner ear
are fatigued or damaged —for instance due to previous excessive noise exposure—
the amplitude of DPOAEs is found to be lower than if they were healthy. While the
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measured DPOAE signals are not directly related to the individual absolute hearing
thresholds as assessed with a traditional audiogram, scientific evidences suggests that
these individual DPOAE can be used to track the relative change in hearing sensitivity
[6].
Measuring DPOAEs outside a controlled environment —i.e. for in-field hearing
status monitoring— is currently strongly hampered by interfering environmental noise
[7], as typical DPOAE sound pressure levels (SPL) fall between -20 dB and 20 dB
depending on stimuli levels and health of OHC [8].
Standard OAE probe tips provided with commercial systems are pre-molded, therefore they usually provide a certain amount of passive attenuation, but their fit may not
be optimized for each individual’s ear canal and therefore their attenuation level is not
suitable for noisy industrial test environments [9]. To further improve the signal-tonoise ratio (SNR), software solutions like standard sample rejection techniques based
on noise threshold levels and time averaging methods [10] can be applied in case of
limited disturbance [8]. However, these techniques were shown to be insufficient in
more realistic occupational noise settings such as in industrial environments [11], especially for the range below 1500 Hz [8].
In response to these problems encountered with time averaging methods, several
adaptive filtering techniques use a contralateral in-ear microphone (IEM-C) as a physiological noise reference and an ipsilateral outer ear microphone (OEM-I) as an external background noise reference to remove the noise captured in the tested ear IEM
[8, 12, 13, 14, 15]. The adaptive filtering noise rejection algorithm increases the SNR
for the entire frequency spectrum of interest while reducing the test time needed compared to standard time averaging methods.
The aim of the current paper is to compare different microphone combinations and
algorithm configurations of adaptive filters to enhance the DPOAE measurements in
noise conditions. Comparisons are first done in White noise and then the optimal configuration is validated for more realistic noise scenarios by testing the adaptive filtering
noise rejection algorithm in Industrial noise conditions. The optimal configuration was
also tested in Quiet conditions to make sure DPOAE signals were not altered.
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2. Description of the OAE system with noise rejection
In order to determine the optimal microphone combination for robust noise rejection of external and internal noise, signals from OEM-I, OEM-C and IEM-C captured
in human subjects using the OAE system detailed below were post-processed in various microphone combinations with either a single stage (Stage 1 only) or a dual stage
(Stage 1 and Stage 2) adaptive filter topology detailed in the following section. After going through the noise rejection algorithm, DPOAE signal levels and noise levels
were extracted.
2.1. OAE recording equipment
In order to measure in-field DPOAE response in presence of high sound pressure
level industrial noise, a complete earpiece-embedded OAE probe was designed. For
this designed earpiece, two high-quality miniature balanced armature loudspeakers
with a wide-band frequency range are used to send the two pure-tone stimuli with
minimal sound distortion. One miniature microphone is placed towards the ear canal
in order to measure the DPOAE response and residual noise within the ear canal. A
second miniature microphone is placed on the outer face of the earpiece to measure the
external background noise (see Fig. 1). In order to seal the ear canal for proper DPOAE
measurements and also to protect the human subject when measuring in higher levels
of background noise, roll down foam eartips were mounted on the two probes.
Stimuli to evoke the DPOAE response in the left and right earpieces were generated
from the Auditory Research Platform (ARP)[16]. The pairs of two stimulus tones f1
and f2 are presented over the entire frequency range looped in descending frequency
order, from f2 =6169 Hz to f2 =1000 Hz. Eight points per octave band were collected
for a total of 22 pairs of primary tones. The stimuli are set with a f2 / f1 ratio of 1.22
with sound pressure levels of L1 = 65 dB and L2 = 55 dB [17].
The ARP was set to send the stimuli with a rise and fall time of 200 ms [9]. According to the recommendations in previous studies [8], the continuous stimulation period
should be longer than a few hundred milliseconds in order to provide enough time for
the adaptive filtering noise rejection algorithm to converge, thus giving maximum performance for the algorithm. The duration of the plateau of steady stimulation of the
4
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Figure 1: System identification configuration for offline estimation of fixed transfer function

designed system was set at 1.4 seconds. With this duration, sufficient samples were
collected for the adaptive filtering within a more than reasonable time for total test duration of about 1.5 minutes. Measurements with the developed system were stopped
after the complete frequency range had been acquired twice in Quiet conditions and
four times in noisy conditions, but signals were post-processed only over two times in
this study.
The data acquisition system setup includes a PXI-4462 card (National Instruments,
TX, USA) used for the acquisition of the four microphone signals. The PXI-4462 provides accurate time synchronization between microphone signals with sampling frequency set at 48 kHz. The data acquisition card is connected to a desktop computer
equipped with MATLABr (Mathworks, MA, USA) to capture and post-process the
signals using various algorithm configurations. This way, different approaches could
be systematically compared in their ability for DPOAE signal identification and noise
rejection.
2.2. OAE noise rejection algorithm
To reduce the noise level measured in the DPOAE signal, the adaptive filtering
noise rejection shown in Fig. 2 and detailed in the following section was used. A
Finite Impulse Response (FIR) band-pass filter with center frequency at 2 f1 − f2 and
a bandwidth of 200 Hz was used to filter out the stimuli signal from the tested ear’s
IEM signal. The same filter is also used on the other microphone signals (see OAE
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Figure 3: Comparison between the estimated transfer function Ĥ(z) with the adaptive system identification
configuration and the target probe attenuation transfer function Ĥ 0 (z) for two subjects, here shown as an
example

enhancer in the block diagram of the proposed noise rejection algorithm in Fig. 2) for
homogeneity in the subsequent signal processing.
2.2.1. Fixed transfer function
Based on typical implementation of noise control algorithms [18, 19], a precise
transfer function with fixed coefficients Ĥ(z), modeling the probe’s attenuation transfer
function H(z), was combined with an adaptive filter in the signal processing scheme.
The Ĥ(z) transfer function is used to predict the contribution of the ambient background
noise disturbance on the internal microphone, based solely on the input of the external
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microphone. This way, the high number of fixed coefficients would minimize the error
and the adaptive coefficients could compensate quickly for slight variations in the probe
attenuation transfer function over time [18].
To identify the probe attenuation transfer function H(z) for each subject, an adaptive
filter is set up in an offline system identification configuration, as illustrated in Fig. 1,
where OEM and IEM microphones are exposed to a high level wide-band noise source,
i.e. white noise. A convergence step size µ = 0.5 was used to calculate the fixed
coefficients of the FIR filter based on the adaptive filter equations later found in Eq. 1
to 3. The optimal number of coefficients for the FIR filter was set to N = 600. This
high filter order ensured a precise transfer function over a wide frequency range.
To verify the proper identification of the transfer function H(z), the transfer function Ĥ(z) estimated with the offline adaptive identification, was compared with the
target probe transfer function Ĥ 0 (z) estimated from the difference between the ipsilateral OEM and IEM power spectrums here used as a benchmark. Although the fixed
transfer function could solely be estimated from spectrum differences between OEM
and IEM in a real-time processing scheme, such an approach would be computationally
more complex and therefore unsuitable for a small DSP implementation. As observed
in Fig. 3, transfer function Ĥ(z) estimated with the adaptive identification process is
in agreement with the target transfer function Ĥ 0 (z). Only the left probe transfer function is shown in Fig. 3 as only this probe was used for DPOAE measurements on test
subjects.
To include the probe attenuation transfer function as a fixed transfer function in the
signal processing, different topologies can be used as seen in standard implementations
of acoustic noise control algorithms [18, 19]. In this article, two placements of the
7
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transfer function estimate Ĥ(z) with the adaptive filter were tested: the fixed transfer
function placed in parallel with the adaptive filter (see Fig. 2) and in series before the
adaptive filter (see Fig. 4).
2.2.2. Adaptive Filtering Noise Rejection processing
The Normalized Least-Mean Squares (NLMS) adaptive filter in Stage 1 (Fig. 2) models the transfer function between the tested ear IEM d1 (n) and the contralateral IEM
x1 (n), where n represents the samples, which represents acoustical differences between
the two ear canals:
y1 (n) = ŵ1 T (n)x1 (n)

(1)

e1 (n) = d1 (n) − y1 (n)

(2)

The error signal e1 (n) is used to correct the adaptive filter’s coefficients (ŵ1 ) using
Eq. 3 in order to model accurately the residual noise disturbance in the tested ear’s IEM.
The noise disturbance considered here for Stage 1 is mainly caused by physiological
noise arising from vital functions like breathing and heartbeats. In Eq. 3, where xT (n)
is the transposed form of x(n), i = 1 represents Stage 1 (Fig. 2).
In Stage 2 (i = 2 in Eq. 3) of the dual adaptive filter topology, the fixed transfer
function Ĥ(z), previously estimated offline, models the physical transfer function H(z)
of the probe in an occluded ear canal. This transfer function is combined with the Stage
2 adaptive filter, so that the adaptive filter compensates for slight variations in the fixed
Ĥ(z) transfer function over time due to variations in the earplug attenuation.
ŵi|i=1,2 (n + 1) = ŵi (n) +

µ ei (n)xi (n)
xi T (n)xi (n)

y2 (n) = ŵ2 T (n)x2 (n)
T

(3)

(4)

y02 (n) = ŵ02 (n)x02 (n)

(5)

e2 (n) = d2 (n) − y2 (n) − y02 (n)

(6)
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The error signal e2 (n) is used to correct the adaptive filter’s coefficients (ŵ2 ) in
Eq. 3 in order to model the ambient noise disturbance captured in the tested ear’s IEM.
The error signal e2 (n) in Eq. 6 is also used as the output of the noise rejection algorithm
since it mainly consists of the DPOAE signal without the noise signals as y1 (n), y02 (n)
and y2 (n) were subtracted. The proposed adaptive filtering approach implies that the
OAE response is not picked up by the OEM or contralateral IEM, which is normally
the case since the DPOAE responses are unilaterally generated and the probes provide
high passive attenuation, therefore they seal the low level DPOAE responses within the
tested ear.
Adaptive filter parameters selection.
As expected from adaptive filters theory [20], a small step size (µ) to adjust the coefficients in the adaptive filters (Eq. 3) makes the adaptive filter converge slowly, but the
error e(n) resulting from the difference between the desired signal d(n) and the transfer
function output y(n) is smaller. Therefore, less error is induced in the DPOAE signal
magnitude extraction.
The step sizes of the adaptive filters used to process the data were first calculated
following the methods shown in [20]. Afterwards, the step size was optimized per
subject within a range of 1 × 10−5 ≤ µ ≤ 0.7 for both stages of the proposed adaptive
filtering noise rejection algorithm (Fig. 2), although the step size for Stage 1 ended up
being the most sensitive parameter. For cases when the probe did not provide sufficient
attenuation and therefore the adaptive filtering algorithm was more sensitive, the step
size of Stage 2 was increased up to µ = 0.5, otherwise it was left at µ = 0.01 by default.
The selected step size range was based on the asymptotic behavior of the adaptive
filter noise rejection performance, meaning that outside this step size range no additional noise reduction effect was observed. The final step size selected for each test
was based on the criteria that a noise rejection effect was observed without overcompensating, reducing DPOAE response magnitude [8], therefore achieving the optimal
SNR. Overcompensation was evaluated based on the baseline DPOAE level measured
in quiet conditions. The adaptation process was started 3.6 seconds before the first
recorded OAE level. This convergence time was sufficient even for smaller step sizes.
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The number of coefficients (N) for both adaptive filter stages were determined
based on experiments on one representative test subject’s noisy DPOAE measurements.
Stage 1 and Stage 2 seemed optimal for most subjects using N = 40 coefficients.
2.3. Otoacoustic response level extraction algorithm
Amplitude demodulation [21, 22] was used to extract the DPOAE levels from the
recorded IEM signal of the tested ear. The SNR of the extracted DPOAE level is
evaluated from the ratio between the DPOAE level and the noise estimator referred
here as Noise2sd (Eq. 7 to 9) which is based on the average of the energy plus two
standard deviations over a total of 20 FFT bins. A similar noise estimator is also often
used by clinical systems, as discussed in [9]. Noise2sd is estimated from the energy
present in the 10 adjacent FFT bins above and below the expected DPOAE response
frequency bin after discarding n1 = n2 = 25 bins in order to avoid the effect of spectral
leakage of the DPOAE signal on these surrounding bins [8]. One frequency bin for
the FFT represents a frequency step of ∆ f = f s /M, where M is the number of samples
used to process the FFT and f s is the sampling frequency. The Noise2sd magnitude is
converted in decibels afterwards.

ā =

nX
2 +11
(fft(i))2
(fft(i))2
+
10
10
−11
i=n +1

nX
1 −1
i=n1

2

n1 , n2 : respectively the last discarded FFT bin

(7)

below and above the DPOAE frequency bin

r
σ=

v
v

u
u
t n2 +11
 t nX

1 −1
X
1 


((fft(i))2 − ā)2 +
((fft(i))2 − ā)2 

n − 1  i=n −11
i=n +1
1

2

(8)

M
with (fft(i))2 , energy of the FFT;
− 1 < i < M;
2
Noise2sd = ā + 2σ
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3. Experimental procedures
3.1. Experimental setup
For the DPOAE measurements, 8 otologically normal test subjects (2 females and
6 males) with normal hearing based on tonal audiometry and tympanometry tests were
recruited, following the experimental test protocol approved by the “Comité d’éthique
de la recherche de l’ÉTS”, the internal review board of the university [23]. Subjects
had a stable DPOAE response (SNR of 3 dB and higher) over the whole frequency
range of interest when measured with a clinical reference system [9].
For each subject, only the left ear was tested for DPOAEs, hence IEM-I and OEMI are the signals from the left earpiece whereas IEM-C and OEM-C refer to the right
earpiece. On the left ear, the external noise is captured with the OEM-I. Meanwhile,
the right earpiece is used to capture the physiological noise inside the contralateral
ear canal with IEM-C. It is assumed that the physiological noise captured inside the
ear canal is similar for both left and right ear canals. As IEM-C does not capture
the DPOAE responses evoked at the tested ear, it can serve as a noise reference for
these physiological noises [8]. While presenting the external noise, both the test ear
and the contralateral ear were occluded by the OAE probes’ roll down foam tip so
that measurements with external background noise would not induce shifts in hearing
thresholds.
Earpieces were thoroughly calibrated for microphone level accuracy and adequate
stimuli level at the eardrum. Throughout the measured experiments, both probes were
kept in the subject’s ears and not removed between the different test scenarios.
Measurements were carried out in a double-wall audiometric booth compliant with
ANSI S3.1 [24] and ISO 8253-1 [25] where background noise is played through four
loudspeakers. At first, measurements were conducted without noise to establish a
quiet, baseline, condition. Secondly, to cover the whole frequency spectrum of interest
to evaluate noise rejection performances of the different microphone combinations, a
white noise fragment was played at 70 dB(A). Finally, to verify that the optimal microphone combination had a similar performance in more realistic measurement settings,
an industrial noise fragment of aperiodic machinery noises was played at 70 dB(A).
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The fragment was selected from the NOISEX database [26] and had a crest factor
of 18.82 dB, dynamic range of 78.27 dB, kurtosis of 3.87 and C-A weighted signal
power ratio of 2.69 dB. Both white and industrial noise fragments were played through
the desktop PC soundcard, the sound pressure levels were set at the subject’s position (without any subject present) using a B&K 4189 free-field microphone (Brüel &
Kjær, Nærum, Denmark) and Trident mX v6.8.0 software (Nelson Acoustics, Elgin,
TX, USA) for processing.
The noise rejection algorithm was therefore evaluated in three different noise conditions; (a) the test condition without external noise played through the loudspeakers,
referred to as Quiet, (b) the condition where white noise is played (i.e. White), and (c)
the condition where industrial noise is played (Industrial).
3.2. Algorithm and microphone configurations
In order to determine the optimal microphone combination for robust noise reduction of external and internal noise, signals from OEM-I, OEM-C and IEM-C were
post-processed in various combinations with either a single stage (Stage 1 only) or a
dual stage (Stage 1 and Stage 2) adaptive filter topology.
Using four microphones simultaneously would require an additional adaptive filtering stage, therefore more computational resources in the future DSP application. It
is also illogical to use the OEM-C to remove the ambient noise in IEM-C prior to the
use of IEM-C to reduce physiological noise in IEM-I, since the transfer function between IEM-I and IEM-C (Stage 1) is already rejecting this incoherent ambient noise
signal. For these reasons, the four simultaneous microphones configuration was not
investigated.
At first, tests were conducted with configurations #1 to #3 (see Table 1) which only
use one of the three available microphones for a single stage noise reduction scheme.
Configurations #4 to #7 use a combination of two out of three available microphones
for a dual stage noise reduction scheme. For configurations #1 to #5, the algorithms
were tested without the fixed transfer function. The OAE probe estimated transfer
function (Ĥ(z)) can only be applied on an OEM signal (as in configurations #4 and
#5) since the transfer function models the difference between the OEM-I and IEM-I
12
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and is meant to mimic the residual noise inside the ear canal using an OEM. Configurations #6 and #7 consisted in the dual stage topology #5 (IEM-C and OEM-I) tested
with the fixed transfer function in parallel (see Fig. 2) and in series (see Fig. 4) respectively, in order to see the effect of this additional filter on the measured DPOAE
response magnitude. Although the fixed transfer function might provide benefits, removing this transfer function from the processing scheme in configurations #6 and #7
would simplify the DPOAE system since no offline identification of the H(z) transfer
function would be necessary, thus minimizing the complexity of in-field measurements
and processing time.
Table 1: Tested Algorithm and microphone configurations. Here “C” denotes the contralateral earpiece
microphone and “I” denotes the ipsilateral microphone. The fixed transfer function is placed in Parallel and
in Series with the Stage 2 adaptive filter.
Configuration #

Stage 1

Stage 2

Fixed transfer function
Ĥ(z)

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

N/A
IEM-C
OEM-C
OEM-I
IEM-C
IEM-C
IEM-C
IEM-C

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
OEM-C
OEM-I
OEM-I
OEM-I

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Parallel
Series

After determining the configuration that would provide the most promising results
in White noise conditions, this optimal configuration is applied in Quiet test conditions
and in Industrial noise conditions since it is expected that the adaptive filters’ performance would be similar for the corresponding microphone combinations in White or
Industrial noise. This is explained by the adaptive filters which characterize the probe
attenuation and differences in acoustic characteristics of the ear canals, which are expected to stay stable between the two noise conditions since the probe was not refitted.
It is also expected that ambient noise characteristics would only affect initial adaptive
filter training and tracking capabilities which can be demonstrated with one, optimal,
combination since such tracking capabilities are mostly determined by the filter order
and step size [20]. Optimizing the filter order and step size for every possible situation would be a time consuming task [20] and would not demonstrate the effect of the
microphone combinations, therefore it would not achieve the main goals of this study.
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Figure 5: a) DPOAE responses in Quiet test conditions with adaptive filtering noise rejection OFF (baseline) and b) DPOAE level differences with this baseline when adaptive filtering is ON. Median values are
shown for DPOAE signal with square and noise (Noise2sd) with circle with the confidence intervals ranging
between the respective first and third quartile.

The Quiet condition is used to verify that the noise rejection algorithm does not alter
the DPOAE signal when ambient noise is absent.

4. Experimental Results
4.1. Performance of algorithm and microphone configurations
To assess the performance of different algorithms and microphone configuration,
the recorded DPOAE responses and noise levels are compared to those recorded in
Quiet conditions with configuration #0, i.e. the baseline results (Fig. 5(a)). The differences between this baseline and the recordings in noisy test conditions are plotted in Fig. 6, for each configuration presented in Table 1. The optimal configuration
is established based on the minimal difference with the baseline, therefore when the
background noise has almost no effect on the signal.
When the external noise level is high and adaptive filtering noise rejection is not
used (configuration #0 in Table 1), the noise levels are clearly elevated compared to
the baseline, most differences in noise levels lie between 15 dB and 25 dB as shown in
Fig. 6(a). Also in this figure, DPOAE response levels are clearly shifted by 5 dB when
compared to the baseline. Such results are expected since the noise rejection algorithm
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was not applied on the signals while white noise was played in the external loudspeakers. The elevated noise levels make it impossible to separate DPOAE signals from the
background noise, leading to an artificial increase in DPOAE amplitude. Therefore, the
DPOAE level estimated in White noise conditions would normally be rejected because,
in practice, artificial increase in DPOAE signals due to the measurement conditions
could hide true variations in DPOAE responses actually resulting from noise exposure. Similar findings are observed for measurements in Industrial noise conditions
(Fig. 7(a)).
By contrast, Fig. 6(b) to 6(h) show that the adaptive filtering noise rejection algorithm is clearly beneficial when working in elevated levels of background noise. The
registered noise levels for configurations #1-7 are still significantly higher compared to
the baseline (Paired Wilcoxon test with Bonferroni correction, α = 0.05), but they fall
within an overall more acceptable range (mostly around 0 to 5 dB absolute levels) and
the DPOAE magnitude remains stable (around 0 to 3 dB difference when referring to
the baseline). DPOAE responses differ significantly (Paired Wilcoxon test with Bonferroni correction, p < 0.0001) from measurements in Quiet conditions, only when
configuration IEM-C is used in a single stage approach (Table 1 #1). Since configuration #1 is the only one using IEM-C in a single stage, these results indicate that using
the external microphone signals in an adaptive noise rejection algorithm has more effect
on the overall DPOAE level stability.
In terms of noise rejection in White noise conditions, configurations with OEM-I
in a single stage (configuration #3, Fig. 6(d)), or dual stage algorithm (configuration
#5, see Fig. 6(f)) significantly outperforms the other configurations for noise level reduction (Paired Wilcoxon test with Bonferroni correction between configurations #5 in
White noise and #0 in Quiet, α = 0.05). In addition, while the dual stage configuration #5 does not decrease the median noise level when compared to the single stage
configuration #3, its performance is more consistent across subjects which can be seen
from the smaller interquartile range in higher frequencies, in Fig. 6(f) compared to
Fig. 6(d). Indeed, this additional IEM picks up mostly the physiological noise from the
non-stimulated ear and these noise levels vary between subjects [27].
When comparing configurations #5, 6 and 7, the best noise rejection performance
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is obtained without the fixed transfer function (#5 in Table 1) as presented in Fig. 6(f)
or when it is put in parallel (#6); although Fig. 6(g) shows that for the frequencies
above 4000 Hz, the parallel fixed transfer function has weaker performance than with
no fixed transfer function (#5). Putting the transfer function in parallel for high ambient noise levels lowers the difference with the DPOAE signals measured in the baseline as shown in Fig. 6(g) (on average -0.5 dB when compared with configuration #5,
Fig. 6(f)), but variations remain systematic between configurations #6 and #5 in White
noise (p < 0.05). When the transfer function is put in series (#7), registered noise
levels’ median are systematically increased (Paired Wilcoxon test with Bonferroni correction between configurations #7 and #5 in White noise, p < 0.01), with on average a
1 dB difference over the whole frequency range as seen in Fig. 6(h) compared to configuration #5 in Fig. 6(f). When no fixed transfer function is implemented (#5) in White
noise, no systematic difference with the DPOAE amplitude in Quiet with configuration
#5 is found (p > 0.05), although at distinct higher frequency points the difference is
noticeable when comparing DPOAE differences in Fig. 6(f) and 5(b). Such difference
could be explained by a poorer performance of the adaptive filtering in higher frequencies [19], which is more noticeable in presence of higher noise levels.
Configuration #5 was established as the optimal combination due to the demonstrated beneficial effect of IEM-C for reducing physiological noise variability across
subjects and OEM-I for the stability of DPOAE signals, as well as the lack of substantial benefits using the fixed transfer function Ĥ(z). To validate this optimal microphone
configuration in realistic test conditions, configuration #5 was tested in Industrial noise
conditions. Comparing results in Fig. 6(f) & 7(b) shows that on average the DPOAE
response difference between White noise and Industrial noise is smaller than 1 dB.
Although noise levels measured in Industrial noise conditions with configuration #5
remain significantly higher (p < 0.01) than in White noise conditions with the configuration #5, comparing Fig. 7(b) with Fig. 6(f) shows that the adaptive filtering noise
rejection algorithm is capable of reducing the noise to acceptable levels (between -5
and +5 dB absolute noise levels) for more accurate DPOAE measurements. Activating the adaptive filtering algorithm using configuration #5 improved the SNR average
by 6.14 dB in White noise and 5.23 dB in Industrial noise compared to switching the
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adaptive filtering off.
4.2. Effect of adaptive filtering in Quiet test conditions
As illustrated in Fig. 5(a) and 5(b), an average difference of 0.5 dB was found
between DPOAE response signals registered with and without the adaptive filtering algorithm (comparing configuration #5 with #0 in Table 1) in Quiet test conditions. A
pairwise Wilcoxon test between configuration #5 and #0 in Quiet reveals that the difference is marginally significant (p = 0.09). Fig. 5(b) shows that the major differences are
found at the lowest frequency where the adaptive filtering algorithm slightly reduces
the amplitude, and around 4000 Hz where the opposite is found, again due to the poorer
performance of adaptive filtering in higher frequencies mentioned in Section 4.1. Differences in DPOAE amplitude are on average clearly below clinical test-retest variability [28], which indicates that the noise rejection algorithm performance could stay
active even in Quiet test conditions. Slight differences found in Quiet test conditions
with and without adaptive filtering could be explained by variations in the noise captured inside the ear canal such as breathing noise, which is more visible in the low
frequencies due to the occlusion effect, that influences the DPOAE signal detection.

5. Discussion
To improve the noise rejection capabilities of the OAE measurement equipment in
noisy environments, results of the various configurations of the adaptive filtering topology were compared and analysed. The noise rejection configurations used in this study
include: (1) different microphone configurations combining various noise reference
signals, reducing the amount of noise signal disturbing the measurement system; (2) a
fixed transfer function calculated offline which can be included in the adaptive filtering
algorithm to provide a precise estimate of the OAE probe transfer function.
For the different microphone configurations, the optimal configuration to be used
for noise rejection in White noise conditions appears to be a combination of the OEM-I
together with IEM-C (#5). As expected, using the ipsilateral external microphone at
the test ear gives the most coherent estimate of the external disturbance that will be
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picked up by IEM-I as opposed to the OEM-C which is influenced by the head’s sound
isolation properties. In addition, the contralateral in-ear microphone was shown to
reduce the inter-subject variability, suggesting it helps reducing phyisiological noises.
In the envisioned system, the user will be able to select either the left or right probe
to subsequently measure DPOAEs in each ear, the contralateral probe will always be
used for noise rejection and hearing protection purposes.
In this study, the implementation of the different fixed transfer function topologies
in White noise did not provide the expected benefits (see Fig. 6(g) & 6(h)). This might
be explained by a drift of the OAE probe earplug transfer function from the transfer
function estimated at the beginning of the experiments, arising from a small change in
the initial probe placement over the duration of the test sequence due to various movements of the human subject. Such drift in the fixed transfer function directly affects the
series fixed transfer function topology (configuration #7, see Fig. 6(h)) since the error
arising from the drift, directly propagates to the adaptive filters’ noise reference signal
(x2 (n)). Although in the parallel topology (configuration #6) the adaptive filter could
bypass and correct the erroneous signal resulting from the bad fixed transfer function
(y02 (n)), since the reference input of this adaptive filter (x2 (n)) is the OEM signal and
not Ĥ(z)’s output, results did not show substantial benefit (see Fig. 6(g)). In the future,
the transfer function identified offline, Ĥ(z), may be used to initialize the coefficients
of the second stage adaptive filter instead of using the transfer function in parallel with
the adaptive filter. This way, the adaptive filter will start immediately after the system
is turned on, with a precise estimate of the individual’s OAE probe transfer function
and should quickly account for slight variations in the probe fit and prevent the fixed
transfer function from inducing additional error in the signal, as seen with the tested
parallel and series topologies.
The optimal configuration in White noise conditions was also tested in Quiet conditions in order to make sure that the adaptive filtering would not alter the DPOAE signal
when noise levels are low (< 60 dB). In the application of DPOAE monitoring in-field,
such artificial change due to processing could mask true early DPOAE changes and
therefore hide subtle, but important information about the functionality of the inner-ear.
In this study, it is shown that the optimal adaptive filtering noise rejection configuration
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(#5) can be used in very low background noise (Fig. 5(b)) with minimal influence on
the initial DPOAE signal magnitude without adaptive filtering (#0). In reference to a
baseline measured in optimal quiet conditions at the beginning of a working day, true
DPOAE variations due to noise exposure that exceeds the system’s normal test variability, would indicate the user to take appropriate action to prevent development of NIHL.
Therefore, although the adaptive filtering noise rejection algorithm is not required in
quiet test conditions, it is advisable to maintain the algorithm active to minimize the
system’s normal test variability.
Compared to previous work [8] and despite the limited passive attenuation actually achieved by the foam plug of the OAE probe [9], the proposed system is able
to achieve significant disturbance rejection in the presence of wide-band background
noise presented from a realistic level up to 70 dB(A). This promising result is achieved
in great part from the position of the ipsilateral outer microphone (OEM-I) at the immediate vicinity of the earplug. Such positioning ensures a greater spatial coherence
than would typically be possible with the setup presented in [8] where the outer microphone is very distant from the actual OAE measurement probe. While the system was
tested for levels between 70-75 dB(A), DPOAE measurements in higher noise levels
could also be possible, but such levels were simply not tested for the moment. Therefore, further studies with the current or an improved version of the proposed DPOAE
system, including DPOAE probes with better passive attenuation, might demonstrate
that DPOAE measurements are also possible in noise sound pressure levels higher than
75 dB(A). In any case, even though current North American legislation for noise exposure in the workplace recommends wearing hearing protectors when noise levels
exceed 85 dB(A) or 90 dB(A), it is foreseen that the envisioned system will be worn
by the worker all day long to reduce the cumulated noise exposure with the probes’
passive attenuation. Moreover, the system could still perform DPOAE measurements
after an excessive noise exposure dose is detected and while ambient noise levels remain around 70-75 dB(A) or lower, when the worker is away from noisy machinery for
example.
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6. Conclusions
To enhance DPOAE measurements in noisy conditions, comparisons of different
combinations of three microphones and algorithm configurations of adaptive filters
were conducted using white noise fragments. After finding the optimal configuration,
it has been validated for more realistic noise scenarios by testing the adaptive filtering
noise rejection algorithm with industrial noise fragments. Moreover, the optimal configuration was tested in quiet conditions to make sure it would not alter DPOAE signals
when no external noise was present.
Results of tests conducted in this study have shown that in order to achieve optimal noise rejection in noisy background conditions, the ipsilateral OEM and contralateral IEM should be used as noise references respectively for the external background
noise and the residual physiological noise. The results obtained in this study have also
shown that the fixed transfer function estimating the OAE probe’s attenuation transfer
function, typically used in conventional noise rejection systems, did not provide the
expected benefits in the current tested processing scheme and should be used in a different purpose, perhaps for the initialization phase of the second adaptive filter. The
proposed approach was shown effective in ambient noise levels of 70 dB(A), where
measurements without adaptive filtering noise rejection would normally fail. The optimal adaptive filtering noise rejection algorithm can be kept operational in quiet as well
as in industrial noise test conditions in order to allow a constant and reliable detection
of any cochlear changes during occupational noise exposure.
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